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Picking up the pieces - Authority SQL data 
1. Questions for audience 

a. How many know about database structure?
2. Sierra database structure (putting it all back together)

a. How does Sierra index or store marc records?
b. How does Sierra know if something is a heading used for the first time?

3. Headings used for the first time
a. What does this look like 

4. Demo (recordings)



Pieces of authority data: putting it back together
Questions for audience 

a. How many know about database structure?



Pieces of authority data: putting it back together
But where is the MARC record?

Spoilers: no where in Sierra postgreSQL



Pieces of authority data: putting it back together
Sierra database structure 

a. How does Sierra index or store marc records?
b. Finding the right information (maximize use)



Pieces of authority data: putting it back together
Comprised of 

1. Authority/subject headings stored in bibliographic records(1xx, 6xx,7xx)
a. Varfield tables, 

2. Headings used for the first time
a. Catmaint table

3. Triggers for headings used for the first time (Covered by Mike) 
a. occ_num



Pieces of authority data: putting it back together

{Picture 1: exploring Sierra postgres; generic; navigating tables}









Pieces of authority data: putting it back together

Hazards of looking at authority data in Sierra PostgreSQL?



Pieces of authority data: putting it back together
Hazards of looking at authority data in Sierra?

1. Dirty data 
a. Authority data is mixed up with all kinds of other data (Varfield)

i. Patron data is mixed with bibliographic, item, order, virtual data, and 
any other type of variable length data

b. Virtual data for consortia present in individual ILS’s
i. Exclude virtual/consortial data when looking at authority record data



Varfield table

Hazards of looking at 

authority data in Sierra

 PostgreSQL?



Varfield table

Hazards of looking at 

authority or any data 

in Sierra PostgreSQL?



Varfield table

Hazards of looking at 

authority or any data 

in Sierra PostgreSQL?

Censoring
PII       



Varfield table

Hazards of looking at 

authority or any data 

in Sierra PostgreSQL?

-filtering options
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Varfield table

Hazards of looking at 

authority or any data 

in Sierra PostgreSQL?



Building a query: Getting to know Sierra
Joining tables in Sierra (catmaint and record_metadata tables)

Why? 

What don’t we have in catmaint?



What don’t we have in catmaint? (Spoilers: no bibliographic #s)



Building a query: Getting to know Sierra

Joining tables in Sierra

{picture about joining tables}



Building a query: Getting to know Sierra

Joining tables in Sierra

{picture basic starting query}



Building a query: Getting to know Sierra

Joining tables in Sierra

{picture building catmaint}



Building a query: Common numbers?

Joining tables in Sierra

{picture joining catmaint}



Building a query: Common numbers (hint: ID #)

Joining tables in Sierra

{picture joining catmaint}



Building a query

Joining tables in Sierra

{picture joining catmaint}

Getting results; need more info->



Building a query

Joining tables in Sierra

{picture joining catmaint}

Getting results; need join info->



Building a query: Joined tables in Sierra

{ joined catmaint &

record_metadata}

Cryptic Bibliographic number



Building a query

Building bibliographic

Number in SQL

(AKA merging columns)



Building a query

Building bibliographic

Number in SQL

(AKA concatenate columns

Using || or pipe)



Building a query

Building bibliographic

Number in SQL

(AKA concatenate columns

Using || or pipe)



Building a query

Building bibliographic

Number 

Result: working bibliographic

Record # for each row in catmaint



Building a query: Getting to know Sierra
Recap

1. SQL structures
2. Hazards
3. Joining tables 
4. Building bibliographic number in catmaint after join
5. Don’t forget formatting SQL queries for readability and LIMIT 100;



Building a query: Getting to know Sierra
SQL Resources

1. Sierra DNA - https://techdocs.iii.com/sierradna/
2. Colleagues
3. Sierra listservs

https://techdocs.iii.com/sierradna/


Mike’s slides start here



The University of Akron Libraries 

University Libraries

Bierce Library

Science & Technology Library

Archival Services

(Separate Units)

Wayne College Library

Akron Law Library

Center for the History 
of Psychology 



What this is NOT about

Automated authority control 
within the ILS 

Working with an authority 
control vendor 



Wouldn’t it be nice 
if...

The “Headings used for the first 
time” report could export a list of 
the headings, and we could batch 
search OCLC for records?





A work in progress!
Automating Authority Work at OVGTSL 2018

● Single SQL query
● Processing of output in multiple programs, THEN batch search 
● RegEx-capable text editor required

But now:

● Three SQL queries
● Ready for batch search without further processing

https://events.library.nd.edu/ovgtsl2018/talk/monaco.shtml


The tool box
pgAdmin (or similar)

OCLC Connexion Client



The process
1. Extract headings from report (with SQL query)

a. Names-as-names
b. Names-as-subjects
c. Topicals (as-subjects)

2. Batch search each set in Connexion
3. Mark* and load the authority records
4. Delete blind references



SQL queries of Headings used for the first time 
report

https://mmonaco-uakron.tinytake.com/sf/MjkzMDY2Nl84NzkzMTc0

(2.5 minute video)

https://mmonaco-uakron.tinytake.com/sf/MjkzMDY2Nl84NzkzMTc0








SQL query*



The three queries
All start the same: 

1. SELECT index_entry
2. FROM sierra_view.catmaint

1. “index_entry” is the normalized text 
2. “Sierra_view.catmaint” is where

they keep the headings reports



Names-as-names
WHERE condition_code_num=1 and field ~'^a|^b'

“condition_code_num=1” means Headings used for the first time

“field” is the Field Tag + MARC

“~'^a|^b'” is a RegEx for

“Starts with a or b”

That is, any Author (a) or Other Author (b)



Names-as-subjects
WHERE condition_code_num=1 and field ~'^d6[0-3]'

“field” is the Field Tag + MARC

“~'^d6[0-3]'” means 

“Starts with d60 through d63”

That is, Subjects (d) that are names or titles (MARC 600, 610, 611, 630) 



Topical subject headings
WHERE condition_code_num=1 and field ~'^d65'

“field” is the Field Tag + MARC

“~'^d65'” is a RegEx for

“Starts with d65” 

That is, subjects (d) that are topical headings (650) or geographical names (651) 



NOTA BENE!
This is assuming you are using the standard a/b/d Field Group Tags

If you are also flagging other indexes, you may want to adjust the queries

You can see your options in Admin Corner under: 

System OPTIONS and information>Set System OPTIONS>Database 
maintenance>Heading Report: First time use fields

(my options were: a, b, d, j, t, s)



Searching in batches



Searching a batch of terms in Connexion Client

https://mmonaco-uakron.tinytake.com/sf/MjU4OTAyMF83Nzg3NjE2 

(ca. 1 min.)

https://mmonaco-uakron.tinytake.com/sf/MjU4OTAyMF83Nzg3NjE2


Batch searching
“Use default index” settings

nw: for names/titles

su: for topics/geographic terms

Maximum number of matches 
to download: 1 
(Tools>Options>Batch)



Batch searching
NOTE:

Your local save file has a 
maximum capacity of 10,000 
records, so don’t search more 
than that many strings!



Successful name searches (of 1941 entries)



A four month test

I’m very pleased with hit rate on names!

Total headings 
extracted

Hits in batch search Success rate (ARs 
found for heading)

Names 36,244 21,760 60 %

Names as Subjects 3,795 896 23.6 %

Subjects 29,147 1,516 5.2 %



A four month test

Main issues: 

● Name/Title headings often not established
● Names with subdivisions

Total headings 
extracted

Hits in batch search Success rate (ARs 
found for heading)

Names 36,244 21,760 60 %

Names as Subjects 3,795 896 23.6 %

Subjects 29,147 1,516 5.2 %



A four month test

Main issues: 

● Sierra 3.2 treats subdivided subject headings as single headings, inflating 
report (3.4+ should correct this issue!)

● Music headings (X, Arranged) often valid but not established in an AR

Total headings 
extracted

Unique hits in batch 
search

Success rate (ARs 
found for heading)

Names 36,244 21,760 60 %

Names as Subjects 3,795 896 23.6 %

Subjects 29,147 1,516 5.2 %



Is it worth it?
Typically this process takes less than an hour and resolved 36% of unauthorized 
headings -- averaging over a thousand ARs a week. Several “known issues” in 
Sierra 3.2 made me place this project on hold until we upgrade however.

So consider 

1. the number of new headings you normally see in a report, 
2. the quality of your incoming bib records (can the headings be authorized?) 



Questions?
If you decide to test this process at your institution or discover any 
refinements, please let me know! 

mmonaco@uakron.edu


